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Star Wars: The Approaching Storm
Following intense personal loss, Jaina Solo descends to the dark side, determined to take her
revenge on the Yuuzhan Vong. In the process, she learns something new about how to fight
the alien invaders, but she must also remember that revenge is not the way of the
Jedi--even when it seems the only way to fight the enemy.
Before the onset of the Clone Wars, a group of explorers consisting of six Jedi Masters,
twelve Jedi Knights, and a fifty-thousand-member crew sets out aboard a state-of-the-art
starship on a mission to search for intelligent life outside the known galaxy, in an account of
the Outbound Flight Project and of the first encounter with the alien warlord Thrawn. 70,000
first printing.
“It seems you have acquired about you a field that affects the links between multiple
parallel worlds, causing objects and individuals from these worlds to slip into yours . . . or
you to slip into theirs . . .” It was just an average day for tabloid reporter Max Parker when
he arrived in Malibu for a demonstration of a brand new parallel-universe machine. But
everything changed in an instant when inventor Barrington Boles succeeded in making Max
the human gate to numerous parallelities. Now Max was lost in a virtual sea of collateral
worlds, confronting man-eating aliens, dinosaurs, talking frogs, dead Maxes, girl Maxes, old
Maxes, even ghost Maxes. His only chance to escape the space-time continuum was to find
Boles and hope the loony genius could rescue him. But how could he be sure which world
was real, which Max was Max, and which Boles was the Boles who could stop the
madness—or trap Max in the wrong world forever. . . ?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker must stem the tide
of the raging Clone Wars and forge a new bond as Jedi Knights in a high-stakes adventure
set just after the events of Star Wars: Attack of the Clones. The Clone Wars have begun.
Battle lines are being drawn throughout the galaxy. With every world that joins the
Separatists, the peace guarded by the Jedi Order is slipping through their fingers. After an
explosion devastates Cato Neimoidia, the jewel of the Trade Federation, the Republic is
blamed and the fragile neutrality of the planet is threatened. The Jedi dispatch Obi-Wan
Kenobi, one of the Order’s most gifted diplomatic minds, to investigate the crime and
maintain the balance that has begun to dangerously shift. As Obi-Wan investigates with the
help of a heroic Neimoidian guard, he finds himself working against the Separatists who
hope to draw the planet into their conspiracy—and senses the sinister hand of Asajj Ventress
in the mists that cloak the planet. Amid the brewing chaos, Anakin Skywalker rises to the
rank of Jedi Knight. Despite the mandate that Obi-Wan travel alone—and his former master’s
insistence that he listen this time—Anakin’s headstrong determination means nothing can
stop him from crashing the party, and bringing along a promising but conflicted youngling.
Once a Padawan to Obi-Wan, Anakin now finds himself on equal—but uncertain—footing
with the man who raised him. The lingering friction between them increases the danger for
everyone around them. The two knights must learn a new way to work together—and they
must learn quickly, to save Cato Neimoidia and its people from the fires of war. To overcome
the threat they face they must grow beyond master and apprentice. They must stand
together as brothers.
The Prequel Trilogy
Into the Out Of
No Prisoners: Star Wars Legends (The Clone Wars)
The Approaching Storm
Phylogenesis
Collects the first three books in the Star Wars series, offering a glimpse of how Anakin Skywalker
became aware of his power and turned to the dark side.
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Sent to aid a local dictator facing a revolution, Hallena Devis finds herself in danger as she is
surrounded by belligerant freedom fighters at the same time Captain Gilad Pellaeon is facing a
decision whether to rescue Hallena or stay true to the Republi
The official novelization of Star Wars: The Force Awakens, the highly anticipated blockbuster film
directed by J. J. Abrams, hitting cinemas in December 2015.
Flinx is the only one with any chance of stopping the evil colossus barreling in to destroy the
Humanx Commonwealth (and everything else in the Milky Way). His efforts take him to the land of
his mortal enemies, the bloodthirsty AAnn, where chances are excellent that Flinx may be
executed. And he must also seek out an ancient sentient weapons platform wandering around the
galaxy and then communicate with it, a powwow that could very well fry his brain. Then there are
the oblivion-craving assassins determined to stop Flinx before he can prevent total annihilation.
With a future that rosy, it’s no surprise that Flinx is flirting with disaster. Still, he’s no quitter. Now
he’s going to need every ounce of his know-how, because he’s venturing to places where no
one’s ever been, to do what no one’s ever done, and where his deadliest enemy is so close it’s
invisible.
The Force Awakens
Reunion
The Human Blend
Dark Journey
Flinx Transcendent

Homicide - or cosmic catastrophe? Detective Vernon Moody is a
modern cop who likes to catch killers the modern way - with
computer webs, databases and common sense. So he's not happy
when his latest case revolves around the supposedly mystical
properties of a lost Navaho sandpainting. Or when the painting
leads him to suspect an alien presence in his modern world. No
Moody's getting scared and what started out as a routine murder
investigation may uncover the very nature of reality - or destroy it
forever!
The fledgling New Republic is threatening by the growing power of
the arrogant, pernicious Yevethan race and its fleet of Imperial Star
Destroyers, while Luke Skywalker embarks on a quest for the truth
about his mother. Original.
The Approaching Storm: Star Wars LegendsDel Rey
The first human-alien contact. The last word in galactic warfare. The
story you must read–before Transformers rockets to the big screen!
A mammoth robotic being, clearly of alien origin, has been found
beneath the Arctic ice. Its advanced engineering dwarfs known
human technology, and unlocking its secrets will catapult American
science eons into the future. In search of the mysterious artifact’s
origin, a covert government agency sends the manned craft Ghost 1
on a perilous journey of discovery. When a mishap maroons Ghost 1
in the far reaches of unknown space, the ship’s distress beacon
reaches the very alien race Ghost 1’s crew has been seeking: the
Autobots. The gigantic mechanized beings are also on a quest: to
find the Allspark, a device crucial to the salvation of their home
world, Cybertron. But they’re not alone. The Decepticons, the
Autobots’ brutal enemies, have their own sinister purposes in
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seeking the Allspark. As these adversaries are drawn together once
more, the stage is set for a death-dealing new battle in which each
is driven by a single-minded aim: total annihilation of the enemy.
Relic
Parallelities
Star Wars: Brotherhood
Book Three of the Founding of the Commonwealth
Book One of The Founding of the Commonwealth

A twenty-fifth anniversary edition brings together the original, complete "Star
Wars" novels in a single volume that includes "Star Wars : a New Hope," "The
Empire Strikes Back," and "Return of the Jedi."
This complete story retelling about Darth Vader comes with a supercool toy Darth
Vader head that makes a sound just like Vader! This full-color, interactive retelling
of the Darth Vader story features Darth Vader highlights from A New Hope, The
Empire Strikes Back, and Return of the Jedi. The collectible Darth Vader toy
features a button-activated breathing sound that kids will be prompted to start
throughout for a feature-rich story-time experience. The front cover is die-cut over
the sculpted head to allow Darth Vader to appear on every spread of the book.
Two Jedi peace ambassadors are sent to investigate the Trade Federation blockade
of Naboo and later meet Anakin Skywalker, a young slave living on Tatooine, whom
they believe to be a good candidate for Jedi training
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The official novelization of Star Wars:
The Force Awakens, the blockbuster film directed by J. J. Abrams • Includes two
tie-in short stories: “The Perfect Weapon” by Delilah S. Dawson and “Bait” by Alan
Dean Foster More than thirty years ago, Star Wars burst onto the big screen and
became a cultural phenomenon. Now the next adventures in this blockbuster saga
are poised to captivate old and new fans alike—beginning with the highly anticipated
Star Wars: The Force Awakens. And alongside the cinematic debut comes the
thrilling novel adaptation by New York Times bestselling science fiction master
Alan Dean Foster. Set years after Return of the Jedi, this stunning new actionpacked adventure rockets us back into the world of Princess Leia, Han Solo,
Chewbacca, C-3PO, R2-D2, and Luke Skywalker, while introducing a host of
exciting new characters. Darth Vader may have been redeemed and the Emperor
vanquished, but peace can be fleeting, and evil does not easily relent. Yet the simple
belief in good can still empower ordinary individuals to rise and meet the greatest
challenges. So return to that galaxy far, far away, and prepare yourself for what
happens when the Force awakens. . . . Praise for Star Wars: The Force Awakens
“Like all the best novelizations, Alan Dean Foster’s adaptation of Star Wars: The
Force Awakens enriches the movie experience. The novel goes beyond simply giving
us insight into the characters’ thoughts, with plenty of additional scenes painting a
broader picture of the galaxy.”—New York Daily News “Fast-moving, atmospheric
and raises goose-bumps at just the right moments. [Foster] not only evokes entire
onscreen worlds . . . he also gives us glimpses of an even more vast, unseen
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universe.”—The Washington Post “Was my experience of the film enriched by the
book? Yes. No question. Is the novelization worth reading? Yes. . . . Foster has
written a book that captures the spirit of the film, while presenting additional
information that helps answer some of the questions that linger.”—Coffee with
Kenobi
Splinter of the Mind's Eye: Star Wars Legends
The Star Wars Trilogy
A Novel
The Dangerous Games
Star Wars Approaching Storm
Bestselling author Alan Dean Foster returns to his acclaimed Humanx universe, where a young human
orphan called Flinx seeks to unlock the dangerous secrets of his past–and the uncertain prospects of his
future with the aid of the formidable minidrag known as Pip. This mind-bending Pip and Flinx adventure is a
roller-coaster ride into the unknown, filled with wonder and humor, and a host of deadly adversaries. Using
his enhanced empathic abilities, Flinx finesses his way into a top-secret security installation on Earth. Once
there, he bamboozles a sophisticated AI program into releasing classified information about the Meliorare
Society, the sect of renegade eugenicists whose experiments with human beings had horrified the civilized
universe more than twenty years ago. After all, as one of the few Meliorare experiments to survive, Flinx has a
right to know about his past. Especially since his telepathic powers seem to be evolving. The question is,
evolving into what? The excruciating headaches afflicting Flinx with increasing frequency make him wonder
if he will be alive to find out. . . .
In the years since the events of Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, the Republic has continued to crumble,
and the Jedi are needed to help the galactic government maintain order. As Star Wars: Episode II opens, ObiWan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker have just returned from a mission on a world called Anison. This work
tells the story of that mission.
Making their way through a future world where physical alterations and enhancements are commonplace, a
group of thieves weigh considerable options in order to change their appearances and take on advantageous
features.
From bestselling author Alan Dean Foster, an exciting early Pip and Flinx novel that shows the origins of a
certain boy with special powers—and the mini-dragon that becomes his devoted sidekick. . . . Flinx was just a
freckle-faced, redheaded kid with green eyes and a strangely compelling stare when Mather Mastiff first saw
him an the auctioneer's block. One hundred credits and he was hers. For years the old woman was his only
family. She loved him, fed him, taught him everything she knew—even let him keep the deadly flying dragon
he called Pip. But when Mother Mastiff mysteriously disappears, Flinx tails her kidnappers on a dangerous
journey. Across the forests and swamps of the winged world called Moth, their only weapons are Pip’s
venom . . . and Flinx’s unusual talent.
Rogue Planet
The Approaching Storm: Star Wars Legends
Cyber Way
The Phantom Menace
The Force Awakens (Star Wars)

Bestselling author Alan Dean Foster takes us back to the unplanned
beginnings of the extraordinary Humanx Commonwealth… In the
years after first contact, humans and the intelligent insectlike Thranx
agree to a tentative sharing of ideas and cultures despite the
ingrained repulsion they have yet to overcome. Thus, a slow, lengthy
process of limited contact begins. Yet they never plan for a chance
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meeting between a misfit artist and a petty thief. Desvendapur is a
talented Thranx poet who is bored with his life and needs new
inspiration for his work. Venturing beyond the familiar, Desvendapur
runs into Cheelo Montoya, a small-time criminal with big dreams of
making a fast buck. Together they will embark upon a journey that
will forever change their beliefs, their futures, and their worlds . . .
Forged by rage. Taken as a child and trained in the ways of the Sith,
he became the apprentice to the greatest evil the galaxy has ever
known... Honed by the dark side. After years of plotting in secrecy, he
and his Master will take revenge on the Jedi Order--and the oncemighty Republic will tremble... The savage story of Darth Maul has
been shrouded in mystery--until now.
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away... A galaxy is undermined. An
army emerges. A love is forbidden. A dark turn approaches. The saga
continues.
Obi-Wan and his Padawan, Anakin, embark on a dangerous mission to
the planet of Ansion to stop raging border disputes.
Star Wars: The Power of the Dark Side
The Dark Lord Trilogy
Star Wars: The Wrath of Darth Maul
Shield of Lies
A thrilling prequel to the upcoming movie Star Wars: Episode II follows Obi-Wan
and his Padawan, Anakin, as they embark on a dangerous mission to the planet of
Ansion to stop raging border disputes. Reprint.
Set in a future world where physical alterations and enhancements are part of
everyday life, Ingrid Seastrom and Whispr are hunted by a killer, as they try to
enter a research lab to discover the secret about the data-storage thread that
binds them together.
The Clone Wars rage on. As insurgent Separatists fight furiously to wrest control
of the galaxy from the Republic, Supreme Chancellor Palpatine cunningly
manipulates both sides for his own sinister purposes. Torrent Company’s Captain
Rex agrees to temporarily relieve Anakin Skywalker of Ahsoka, his ubiquitous–and
insatiably curious–Padawan, by bringing her along on a routine three-day
shakedown cruise aboard Captain Gilad Pellaeon’s newly refitted assault ship. But
the training run becomes an active–and dangerous–rescue mission when Republic
undercover agent Hallena Devis goes missing in the middle of a Separatist
invasion. Dispatched to a distant world to aid a local dictator facing a revolution,
Hallena finds herself surrounded by angry freedom fighters and questioning the
Republic’s methods–and motives. Summoned to rescue the missing operative who
is also his secret love, Pellaeon–sworn to protect the Republic over all–is torn
between duty and desire. And Ahsoka, sent in with Rex and six untested clone
troopers to extract Hallena, encounters a new and different Jedi philosophy, which
shakes the foundation of her upbringing to the core. As danger and intrigue
intensify, the loyalties and convictions of all involved will be tested. . . . Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
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expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular
Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Engaged in a troublesome diplomatic mission with Princess Leia to obtain the
support of a planet's Rebel Underground in the fight against the empire, Luke
Skywalker crash lands in the swamplands of Mimban. Reissue.
No Prisoners
Junior Novelization
Excerpts from Upcoming and Current Titles
Star Wars 2016 Del Rey Sampler
For Love of Mother Not

The last known human searches the galaxy for companionship in a brilliant
standalone novel from the legendary author of the Pip & Flinx series. “A
provocative read.”—The Washington Post Once Homo sapiens reigned supreme,
spreading from star system to star system in an empire that encountered no alien
life and thus knew no enemy . . . save itself. As had happened many times
before, the basest, most primal human instincts rose up, only this time armed
with the advanced scientific knowledge to create a genetically engineered smart
virus that quickly wiped out humanity to the last man. That man is Ruslan, the
sole known surviving human being in the universe. Rescued from the charnel
house of his home planet by the Myssari—an intelligent alien race—Ruslan
spends his days as something of a cross between a research subject and a zoo
attraction. Though the Myssari are determined to resurrect the human race, using
Ruslan’s genetic material, all he wants for himself and his species is oblivion. But
then the Myssari make Ruslan an extraordinary offer: In exchange for his
cooperation, they will do everything in their considerable power to find the lost
home world of his species—an all-but-mythical place called Earth—and, perhaps,
another living human. Thus begins an epic journey of adventure, danger,
heartbreak, and hope, as Ruslan sets out in search of a place that may no longer
exist—drawn by the slimmest yet most enduring hope. Praise for Relic “Relic is a
thrilling and thoughtful epic. With Alan Dean Foster’s trademark invention in both
the psychology and physiology of his aliens, he also enriches the narrative with
their complex cultures. The plot spans galaxies!”—Hugo and Nebula
Award–winning author Greg Bear “The stunning plot of Foster’s stand-alone
novel will intrigue readers for not only the ‘last man in the universe’ trope but also
the well-developed alien species. A true first contact novel on many different
levels.”—Library Journal “Foster’s sympathetic novel successfully surveys human
frailty, the tendency not to learn from history, and an enduring capacity for
adaptation and emotional attachment.”—Publishers Weekly “Foster’s highconcept novel is a gripping tale of serenity amid sorrow.”—World Magazine
Come home to Star Wars with this ebook sampler of excerpts from Del Rey’s
latest novels—including the official adaptation of The Force Awakens—set a long
time ago in a galaxy far, far away. . . . In this year’s sampler, you’ll also find
selections from the Battlefront videogame tie-in novel and from a pair of gripping
titles that fill the gaps between Episodes VI and VII. Plus, don’t miss four Star
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Wars short stories presented in their entirety: “Bait” by Alan Dean Foster, “Inbrief”
by Janine K. Spendlove, and “Blade Squadron” and “Blade Squadron: Zero Hour”
by David J. Williams and Mark S. Williams! BLOODLINE by Claudia Gray Taking
place in the years before the events of The Force Awakens, this thrilling novel
from the New York Times bestselling author of Star Wars: Lost Stars recounts
the birth of the Resistance as witnessed by Leia Organa. THE FORCE
AWAKENS by Alan Dean Foster The acclaimed novelization of Star Wars:
Episode VII: The Force Awakens, the international megahit film directed by J. J.
Abrams, Alan Dean Foster’s sweeping narrative “gives us glimpses of an even
more vast, unseen universe,” raves The Washington Post. AFTERMATH by
Chuck Wendig The second Death Star has been destroyed, the Emperor killed,
and Darth Vader struck down. Devastating blows against the Empire, and major
victories for the Rebel Alliance. But the battle for freedom is far from over.
BATTLEFRONT: TWILIGHT COMPANY by Alexander Freed A companion novel
inspired by the blockbuster videogame Star Wars: Battlefront, this action-packed
adventure “effortlessly thrusts readers onto the frontlines of the Galactic Civil War
in a gripping tale” (New York Daily News).
Sent to the Galactic Games to preserve the peace, Anakin Skywalker defies his
mentor Obi-Wan Kenobi's orders against podracing when he learns of the
chance to challenge childhood rival Sebulba.
Unlikely duo Pip and Flinx return to right another wrong in this all-new sci-fi
adventure from one of the genre’s living legends. Fans of fun, fast-paced,
imaginative science fiction adventure, rejoice! #1 New York Times bestselling
author Alan Dean Foster returns to his much-loved Commonwealth series with a
new novel starring the indefatigable Flinx and his venomous minidrag, Pip.
Facing danger and doing good is their business . . . provided the price is right.
The unexpected return of an old friend draws Flinx and Pip to the backward
planet of Largess, whose seal-like denizens’ primitive technology and fractious
clan politics have kept a wary Commonwealth from a profitable trade relationship.
But now a rogue human employing forbidden advanced weaponry threatens to
ignite a war among the Larians. And Flinx is just the man to stop it before it
starts. But once on Largess, Flinx discovers that his empathic abilities—usually
his greatest asset—are rendered useless by the natives’ unique language, which
is sung rather than spoken. Worse, the abduction of a powerful chieftain’s
daughter has raised tensions to the boiling point. Now Flinx must depend on his
own mettle—and of course Pip, the devoted minidrag with the deadly edge—to
right wrongs, mend fences, and battle a cold-blooded adversary armed with
enough firepower to blow them all away . . . and destroy the chance for peace in
Largess forever. Advance praise for Strange Music “Adventure-loving readers
new to the series, as well as old fans, will enjoy [Alan Dean] Foster’s return to
Commonwealth space.”—Publishers Weekly
A Pip & Flinx Adventure
Transformers: Ghosts of Yesterday
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Star Wars
The Sum of Her Parts
Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones
Luke Skywalker expected trouble when he volunteered to follow Princess Leia on her mission to the
planet Circarpous. But he discovered that hidden on the planet was the Kaiburr crystal, a mysterious
gem that would give the one who possessed it such powers over the Force that he would be all but
invincible. In the wrong hands, the crystal could be deadly. So Luke had to find this treasure and
find it fast.... Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books
of the last thirty years!
In nearly two dozen novels about the Humanx Commonwealth, Alan Dean Foster has fascinated
readers with his brilliantly imagined interstellar realm–where humans, thranx, AAnn, and other
species strive to work together to put the common good above selfish ends. But renewed efforts at
cooperation prove that familiarity breeds contempt. Diuturnity’s Dawn is the third thrilling novel in
The Founding of the Commonwealth, a spectacular space adventure that traces the perilous early
years of this remarkable universe. From the beginning, while sharing the Orion Arm of the galaxy,
contact between humankind and the thranx has been tenuous at best. Yet nearly a century after first
contact, the likelihood of closer human/thranx relations is as far away as ever. Humans still find
these insectlike beings physically repulsive, a distaste the thranx return in kind. At times the cordial
veneer barely conceals the suspicion and distrust boiling just below the surface. Yet idealists on both
sides refuse to surrender their dreams of achieving a thranx/human alliance. Among the most
dedicated are a minor diplomat named Fanielle Anjou and her thranx counterpart. Others intend to
make sure such a liaison never comes to pass . . . by any means necessary. For these xenophobes,
the upcoming Humanx Inter-Cultural Fair, the first wholly cross-species event, is a hideous
confirmation of their worst fears. Zealots on both sides vow it will be the last of its kind, no matter
how many must die. In the coming conflagration Fanielle holds the key to triumph but only if she
can outwit those desperate to silence her forever. Meanwhile, on a faraway planet, the duplicitous
AAnn watch intently as archaeologists labor to discover what happened to an advanced human race
that perished thousands of years ago. For the answers contain grave consequences for human,
thranx, and AAnn alike . . .
Anakin Skywalker searches for the evil Darth Sidious, struggles with his duty as a Jedi Knight and
role as the secret husband of Senator Padme Amidala, and strives to eliminate all resistance to the
Empire in his new role as Darth Vader.
Demonic spirit-beings are stealing into our world in this fantasy adventure from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of The Damned Trilogy. Earth is being invaded by the shetani—-spirit
creatures so small and stealthy that only one man knows about the increasing peril. The potential
savior is an African elder named Olkeloki who is capable of fighting evil both in this world and the
spirit one. But to be successful he must recruit the help of two others: government agent Joshua Oak
and a feisty young woman named Merry Sharrow. Only the three of them can keep the shetani
from destroying reality as we know it.
Splinter of the Mind's Eye
Outbound flight
Diuturnity's Dawn
Strange Music
Star Wars: The Force Awakens
Charged with educating young Anakin Skywalker in the ways of the Jedi, Obi-Wan Kenobi
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takes the boy to Zonama Sekot--where the fastest ships in the galaxy are built--and find
danger aplenty in this distant port of call. Reprint.
“ENTERTAINING AND INTELLIGENT . . . This book is pure class all the way. . . . The final
page is a great climax.” –Starburst The Republic is decaying, even under the leadership of
Supreme Chancellor Palpatine, who was elected to save the galaxy from collapsing under
the forces of discontent. On the tiny but strategic planet of Ansion, a powerful faction is on
the verge of joining the growing secessionist movement. At the Chancellor’s request, the
Jedi Council sends two Jedi Knights, Obi-Wan Kenobi and Luminara Unduli, along with
their Padawans Anakin Skywalker and Barriss Offee, to stabilize the planet’s population. To
succeed, the Jedi will have to fulfill near-impossible tasks, befriend wary strangers, and
influence two great armies, stalked all the while by an enemy sworn to see the negotiations
collapse and the mission fail. . . . Features a bonus section following the novel that includes
a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of
the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
"Screenplay written by Lawrence Kasdan & J.J. Abrams and Michael Arndt; based on
characters created by George Lucas."
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